
 Predictable AcceleratorDesign with time

Sensitive Affine Types

Background
Specializedhardware to

deal with

diminishing Moore's
law returns

Reconfigurable hardware FPGAs
are hard to program

Designed in Verilog VHDL Buyeo chisel
RTL Register transfer level
Describes how data instructions travel

in the circuit at a painful detail

Vendors offer HLS solutions

C to gates Verilog VHDL

comment Verilog vital is irreplaceable

for performance power l area tuning

Luts in FPGA



Problem with HLS tools

Support only a
subset of C

Heuristics basedapproach
togenerating

hardware

Minor Smooth changes
result in largeswings

o

Unpredictable hardware generation

Solution
Restrict to ALS programs

with clear

Hardware implementation

Explicit annotations for costly
implementations



Overview

Predictability by enforcing subcircuit to
do

one thing at a time

Substructural logics are great at that

linear Affine

Previous works with Sundar idea

Rust

Regionbased mem
allocation in cyclone

PLDI 2002
A type effectsystem for deterministic

parallelJava OOPSLA
200



Unpredictability of HLS tools

Verilog would have docks portsand resets

RAM FPGA LUTS

Mo My

pit inBRAM

2.3K
goooa LUTS

used



Pragma HLS UNROLLFACTORS

a

Accesses to mem
are multiplexed

O

O
Muning is the
bottleneck



HLS ARRAYPARTITION VADIM FACTOR 8

HLS ARRAYPARTITION VAR My FACTOR 8

Varssplit across
BRAMS

O

Bank Parallelism

000 08 doesn't scale

monotonically

go



Both unrolling and banking
in lockstep

Goodperformance
when bank 418

00 24118

otherwise requires
complicated

Muning
to

access data

Ex bank factor 8

Unroll factor 9

Every combinatorial circuit needs to

access every bank



Dahlia language

Safety property imposed
Simultaneous accesses to a given bank

maynot exceed
the number ofports

Let A floatEco 11memories definedbytype
and size

BYRAM
inFPGA

let a 25 Noaliasing or

duplicationof memeX let B A

Theread a consumedA

Sameaddresssimultaneous
reads are Ok

Reads are non affine when on
same inden ofsame men



Let tmp ALOT

Let a tmp
let y tmp

unordered composition statements execute
in parallel

11 ordered composition sequential

Lett W ACO

Icij r

y
theadgangiate

are

Restoration of resourceaccept

sequential
Parallel

Abstract notion of time not tied to underlying

design's clock cycles

Let me atb let y Cad



Local vars wires registers

no affine typinghere

É I 77 I
y

y if N is unused

if 2 isneeded elsewhere

across clockcycler

x is a register in this case

Memory banking support

let A float In bank m
A n IM O



Explicit affine tracking for each bank

float 2 10

Alt Syntan

0,0 Oil
O 1 23

Let M float 29 243 23243 45 6 7

11 4 bank2324 bank 27 89 A B
C D E F

2 2 4 banks 1,0 11

Loops unrolling

E

for is parallelizeable but no cross iteration
dependencies



for let 0 8 unroll 4 A i

A

idea 0 4 Check for 4 access
resourced

Interaction blue composition unrolling



Parallelization within each logical timestep

Combine
construct

introduces silent cross iteration dependency
dot E A C2 BE 3 dot ALL I

BEIT I

Sequentialcode to be D is a combineregister
performed after each tuple of all values
unrolled iteration



Memory views for flexible iteration

Arbitrary computations in indices result in
badeweird hardware Ex A i i

Dahlia restricts indeneapr to simple e sessions
1 83

Hence logicalarrangements

direct
access

let A float 8 bank4

forCeti o 8 unroll 2

Ali 3

shrink

Sutfin
V byLi EM b ite

K bankfactor ofM

Madhukar yerraguntla



Shift

Split
For efficient hw gen in nested loop

Dahlia cannot
reason about
separation of
Va VB

view Va Split A Cbya



Formalism

for compiles to
while

Largestep semantics

mem access

T vars to ment map
I set of meme accessed

Parallel
composition

sequential
composition

mems accessed in C are freedback f



Typesystem
T variable content forcheckingindex localtypes

D Affine content formemories

mem
access

why the Azupdateforinden

Parallel composition

seqcomposition



Results

Experiments on Mach Hls site 16 19
successful

c code

Dahlia code

latency
On a macro level the programsaccepted are
near optimal



However not the

exact points that

traditional tools
dahlia accept

things that went right
1 Deterministic designgeneration

2 Abstract view of time

3 Substructural logics inHue
an interestingidea

Things that went wrong the

1 c like paradigm might not beaight
mental model for Hu in'general

2 The hardware level optimisation
manifest at weird syntax

3 Unlike S W langt user needs to

inspect the generated que and that

ability isn't clear ingeneral with HLS



4 Verilog has generates for
that

behave similarly


